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A theory of a new internal resonance in semiconductors, called spin-magnetophonon resonance 
by the authors, and the theory of various aspects of this phenomenon in galvanomagnetic ef
fects, are developed on the basis of the theory previously proposed by the authors for interac
tions between electrons and optical phonons leading to transitions involving spin flip. [1 3] It is 
shown that in the case in which the spin sub-bands of the Landau magnetic bands are split by a 
quantizing magnetic field, spin-magnetophonon resonance leads to new oscillations (compared 
to what the magnetophonon resonance theory yields) of the transverse Pxx and longitudinal Pzz 
magnetoresistance. The character of the extremum on the oscillation curve of the longitudinal 
magnetoresistance at the point corresponding to the resonance value of the magnetic field de
pends on the presence of some additional electron-spin-flip scattering mechanism, which in
terferes with the scattering by optical phonons (electron scattering with spin flip by acoustic 
phonons has been considered by us); it also depends on the relation between this mechanism 
and other scattering mechanisms. The equilibrium electron distribution is assumed to be of 
the Boltzmann type. The results of the theory are in agreement with the experimental data. 

IN recent years, a theory of magnetophonon reso
nance (MPR) in semiconductors has been devel
oped, [ 1 - 8 J and a significant number of researches 
have been carried out (see, for example, [9- 12 J) on 
its experimental detection and study. 

MPR is an internal resonance which can be com
pared with the corresponding "external" reso
nance-cyclotron resonance. Actually, both these 
resonances are the consequence of the features of 
the density of states of electrons in a magnetic 
field and are connected with electron transfer from 
the bottom of one Landau magnetic band to the bot
tom of the next higher band. The energy required 
for this purpose is drawn from different sources: 
this is the energy of the external electromagnetic 
field in the case of cyclotron resonance, and the 
energy of optical phonons in the case of MPR. 

In this paper we construct a theory for the os
cillations of the galvanomagnetic kinetic coeffi
cients, brought about by a new form of internal 
resonance, called by us spin-magnetophonon reso
nance (SMPR). SMPR is associated with electron 
transitions between spin subbands of the same or 
of different Landau bands-transitions with spin 

flip, 1> -which are accompanied by absorption of an 
optical phonon with energy fi.w 0 (w0 is the limiting 
frequency of long wave optical phonons). In this 
case, the following relation is satisfied: 

hffio = Khffic + jgj ~-toll 

(K is an integer, K ~ 0 for the plus sign and K ~ 1 
for the minus sign; we == eH/mc is the cyclotron 
frequency, -e the charge on the electron, m the 
effective mass of the electron, c the velocity of 
light, g the effective spectroscopic splitting factor, 
f.L 0 == eti/2m0c the Bohr magneton, m 0 the mass of 
the free elec1iron, and H the external magnetic 
field). 

l)Here and below we defined transitions with spin flip as 
transitions between states which arise as a consequence of the 
removal of the Kramers degeneracy by the magnetic field. This 
is done for convenience and brevity of terminology. It must be 
remembered that strictly speaking these states (and this only in 
the case of a diagonal matrix of the total characteristic mag
netic moment of the electron) are eigenstates of the operator of 
the total characteristic magnetic moment of the electron itself, 
which appears as a consequence of a strong spin-orbit interac
tion. 
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SMPR can also be compared with external reso
nance-paramagnetic resonance with conduction 
electrons in quantizing magnetic fields (in the in
frared absorption region). As in the case of a com
parison of MPR with cyclotron resonance, the sim
ilarity of the internal and external resonance lies 
in the transitions of the electron between the same 
initial and final states, while the difference lies in 
the sources from which the energy necessary for 
transitions between these states is drawn. 

The theory of SMPR is constructed on the basis 
of the theory developed previously by the authors[131 

for the interaction of the characteristic magnetic 
moment of the electron with the optical vibrations 
of the lattice. As numerical estimates in [131 have 
shown, the interaction with optical phonons leading 
to spin flip in semiconductors with strong spin
orbit coupling, for example in InSb, is character
ized by a constant d with the dimensions of energy, 
comparable in magnitude with the constant of the 
deformation potential E0• 

It is interesting to note that although the inter
action characterized by the constant d appears as 
the result of taking into account the relativistic 
terms in the Hamiltonian of the electron in the lat
tice (account of the spin-orbit term), the constant d 
is not small, just as the constant .::). of spin-orbit 
splitting of the valence band is not small. 2> 

The analysis presented in [131 shows that the 
overwhelmingly predominant contribution to the 
constant d is made by the short-range part (at 
distances r of the order of the lattice constant a) 
of the interaction of the electrons with the optical 
vibrations of the lattice. The long-range part of 
the interaction (r » a) with the polarizing vibra
tions of the lattice makes a negligible contribution 
to d, of the order of the ratio of the energy of the 
electron in the conduction band to m0c2• 

We note that, in the case of the ordinary inter
action (without spin flip) of the electrons with the 
polarizing vibrations of the lattice, the inverse is 
the case: the main contribution to the electron 
scattering is made by the long-range and not the 
short-range interactions. 

The large value of the constant d permits us to 
hope that the interaction with optical phonons which 
leads to spin flip can appear in experiments, in 
particular, in the form of additional oscillations of 

2)According to the estimate of Kane, [14] ~ = 0.9 eV for 
InSb. The validity of this estimate is appreciably strengthened 
by experiments [' 5] on the determination of the spectroscopic 
splitting factor g which, in accord with the theory of Roth 
et al. [••], is expressed in terms of ~. the effective mass m and 
the width of the forbidden band Eg. 

the magnetoresistance (in comparison with those 
produced by MPR). The additional oscillations of 
the magnetoresistance observed in u 7- 191 can ap
parently be associated with SMPR. 

The present research includes an analysis of 
the phenomenon of SMPR both for the transverse 
(axx> and longitudinal (a zz) electrical conductivity 
in a magnetic field of semiconductors of the type 
n-lnSb. It was shown in [31 that in the case of MPR, 
in the calculation of the oscillating part of p zz' it is 
necessary to take into account the interference of 
two scattering mechanisms-by the acoustic and 
optical phonons. In the case of SMPR, in the com
putation of p zz• it is also necessary to take into 
account interference, but of four rather than two 
scattering mechanisms-namely, scattering by 
acoustical and optical phonons with and without 
spin flip. The character of the extremum (mini
mum or maximum) on the curve of Pzz at the point 
of the resonance value of the magnetic field is de-

, termined by the relations between the different in
terfering scattering mechanisms. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM. MATRIX 
ELEMENT FOR TRANSITION ON AN ELEC
TRON WITH SPIN FLIP 

The application of the method of effective mass 
to the conduction electrons in an ideal lattice with 
account of spin-orbit interaction and in the pres
ence of an external magnetic field permits us to 
consider the electrons as free particles with an 
effective mass m and an effective g factor. This 
means that in the case of a semiconductor with a 
simple band (nondegenerate, and having a minimum 
at the center of the Brillouin zone) the Hamiltonian 
of the electron can be written in the form 

:Jfe1 = _!_( P + _:_A) 2
- !!_!louR, 

2m c 2 
(1.1) 

where p is the momentum operator, A =A(O, xH, O) 
is the vector potential of the external magnetic 
field, directed along the z axis, a is a vector 
whose components are the Pauli matrices,ax, ay, 
and O'z· 

The eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian (1) is the 
product of the eigenfunctions of the operator a z 
and a coordinate part characterized by the set of 
the quantum numbers K = (n, ky, kz) and equal to 

F,.(r) = ~ exp {ikyy + ikzz}ll>n ( x lH Xo) . (1.2) 

Here k is the wave vector of the electron 
x0 = -hcky/eH, ZH = (ch/eH)112 is the magnetic 
length, and cl1n (x- x0)/lH is a homogeneous os-
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cillating function determined by the relations 

«<>n (X ZHXo) = (nlH2)-'1•(2nn!)-'l• 

Xexp[- 1 (x-xo)2l H ( x-~). (1.3) 
2 ZH - \ l.fi . 

Here Hn( (x - x0) /l H) is a Hermite polynomial of 
order n. 

The eigenvalues of the operator (1) are 

Ex, s = Ex - sg11oH /2, (1.4) 

where E K = hwc (n + 1/ 2) + h2k~ /2m, and s = ± 1 is 
the spin quantum number. 

We recall that the effective mass method is ap
plicable when the wave function of the electron 
changes only slightly over distances of the order of 
the lattice constant. Furthermore, we have made 
use of the two-band approximation of Kane, [141 the 
condition for the applicability of which in our case 
reduces essentially to the inequality hw0/Eg « 1, 
which is satisfied. 

As shown in [131 , the part of the operator of 
electron-phonon interaction, corresponding to tran
sitions with spin flip in scattering by optical pho
nons, has the form 

MJ>(spJ ~d ( 1i )•;,{ i •b <i ( o [h_eq<o-. iJJ) 
.n.el-ph= LJ 2NM e q q J • 

i <Oq [h e<-, ''J ,q + q 

(1. 5)* 

where h± = lx ± ly, lx, ly are the unit vectors cor
responding to the directions along the x and y 
axes; (i) is the index of the branch of optical vibra
tions of the lattice; e\i• i> = ei~4- ~~4 is the dif
ference of the vectors characterizing the displace
ments of the atoms of both types3> during the vibra
tions of the lattice. For optical phonons, et• i > 
differs from zero even in the zeroth approximation 
in the phonon wave vector q; in interactions with 
acoustical phonons, (1.5) is also valid, but e<q• i > 
for acoustical phonons differs from zero only in 
term.s beginning with first order in q, that is, 

Landau magnetic band (band with quantum number 
n = 0, s = -1). 

We write out the form of the square of the modu
lus of the matrix element which in the case g < 0 4> 
defines the transition of an electron from the state 
n = 0, s = -1, ky, kz to a state of higher energy 
which differs in the value of the spin projection 
n / > 0 S I = 1 k' k1 ' - ' ' Y' z· 

!2 1 ( n', ky', kz', s' = 1! eW [h_e<-;;· ilJ( p +:A+ li~) 

X In = 0, s = - 1, ky, k. )\ 1
2 = 6 k , ,. + 6 • , • +q lH-2 

11 ' 11 q y "z ' nz ~ 

un' { u ( q )2 X- e-u _ (e<-, il)2 + [ (e<-, iJ)2 + (e<-, iJ)2) zH2 kz + _:_ 
n'! 2 z x Y 2 

- e<-, i) ( e<-, iJ qx + e<-, iJ qy) ( kz +.!!:..)} (1. 6) 
Z X Y 2 1 

where 

(1. 6a) 

The result (1.6) is obtained by using for the in
tegrals of the form 

co 

ln'n = ~ d~ exp[- 1/2(~- ~o) 2 - 1/2(~- ~')+ 
-00 

(1. 7) 

the expressions (compare with those given in [201 ) 5> 

ln'n = ..,:n-2n(~- ~' + iqxlH)n'-n exp [-1/2u + 
+ 1/2iqxlH(~ + ~o')]Lnn'-n(il}, n';;:::: n; 

In 'n - 1 lln2n' (~o' - ~0 + iqxlH) n-n' exp [ - 1/2u 
+ 1/2iqxlH(~o + ~o')]Ln·n-n'(u), n ~ n'; 

u = 1/2£~o- ~o') 2 + (qxlH) 2]. (1.8) 

The square of the modulus of the matrix element 
for the transition of an electron from the state with 
s = 1 to the state with s = -1 can be obtained from 
(1.6) by the simultaneous substitutions q- -q, 
k-k', and k' -k. 

We shall further consider the manifestation of 
SMPR in galvanomagnetic effects. We shall con
sider first the simplest case-the transverse elec
tric conductivity. 

e~-, l> R! aq (see [131 ). 

In what follows, for purposes of avoiding compli- -....,..,..----
cated expressionsr we shall consider the extreme 4)For InSb the effective g factor is negative, [••] so that the 
quantum case ( J g llo H/T » 1, T is the tempera- state with a spin directed against the magnetic field is energet-

ture in energy units), in which the electrons are ically more favorable. 

primarily in the lowest spin subband of the zero 

*[he]= h x e. 
3)We consider a crystal in which the unit cell has two atoms. 

S)We take the opportanity to note that the expressions given 
in [20] for integrals of the form (1. 7), with a separate phase fac-
tor in the form of an arctangent, it is necessary to multiply by 
[sign (<;-0 - t;;-')] n-m in Eq. (8) and by [sign (t;;-' - ")]m-n in Eq. 
(9). 
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2. OSCILLATIONS OF THE TRANSVERSE ELEC
TRIC CONDUCTIVITY 

As is well known, the transverse electric con
ductivity O'xx differs from zero only in the pres
ence of scattering and, in the lowest approximation, 
is proportional to the scattering probability. Inas
much as the total scattering probability of the elec
tron is an additive quantity, it suffices for the eval
uation of the effect of SMPR on a xx to consider 
only the contribution made by the spin-flipping in
teraction of electrons with the optical phonons. It 
is natural that this contribution, which is propor
tional to exp (- h w0 /T), is small in comparison with 
the background noise brought about by other scat
tering mechanisms (in particular, by acoustical 
phonons), and can itself appear only close to t~e 
resonance values of the magnetic field Kliwc 
+ lg IJLoH = liwo. 

We make use of the well known formula for a 
(see, for example, [21l page 113 of the Russian xx 
translation): 

Le2lH4 ( 
cr.,.,= (2n) 4T ~; ~ dky' dkz' dkydk.(ky'- ky)2 

X exp [ 6- eoj:=-t(kz) ]w(n', ky')z', s = 1; 

n = 0, ky, k., s = - 1}, (2.1) 

W = 2: ~ IM(n', ky', kz', s' = 1; n = 0, ky, k., s = -1)1 2 

i, q 

X 6 ( e,., s - e~ •. a' + liroo). (2.2) 

Here M(K', s'; K, s) is the matrix element of the 
transition, ~ the chemical potential, and L3 the 
normalized volume. In (2.1), the contributions from 
scattering by longitudinal and transverse branches 
of the optical vibrations of the lattice are summed. 
They can be considered separately with account of 
the difference of the limiting frequencies of trans
verse and longitudinal optical phonons. 

Making use of ( 1. 6) and averaging over the direc
tions of the polarization vector of the transverse 
optical phonons, which is connected with the sub
stitution of the expressions 

(e.,<->) 2 +{ey<->) 2 ~(1 + q.2 ) (2.3) 
2M q2 ' 

we get the following expression for the contribution 
to the electrical conductivity from scattering by 
transverse optical phonons 

~ r de de' e-£/T fJ ( e - 81 + fiOOoJ.) 
C1xxJ. = cro LJ J (2 4)* 

n' e'l• ( e' - n'liroc -I g I JLoH') 'I• ' · 

where 

1 noe2 li2 liro c 
cr0 = ---= -- -----' -- e-hmo/T 

16,,.. m ,..., T ' r'• 'topt.sp.L-

(2.5) 

Topt. sp is defined in (3.10) (see Sec. 3) and there
lation (3.16) between the concentrations and the 
chemical potential is also used. 

Equation (2.4) has logarithmic singularities for 
those values of the ma~etic field at which the con
dition fiw 0 = n'liwc + I g I JLoH is satisfied, which 
leads to oscillations in O'xx with the period 

11(11 H) = e I mrouc. (2.6) 

The oscillating maxima of O'xx are located at 
the inverse values of the magnetic field 

(2.6a) 

that is, for reciprocal values of the magnetic field 
larger than I g IJLo!fi.w01 , the corresponding mag
netophonon maxima of O'xx are impossible. 

In the case of a nonzero population of the mag
netic band n = 0 and s = 1, maxima of O'xx must 
also appear at the values 

~=(n' eli -lglno)-1- n':::;;,1 (2.6b) 
H me r lirooJ. ' ...- ' 

which are associated with the transitions of the 
electron to the band with n' ~ 1 and s' = -1, and 
for values of the reciprocal of the magnetic field 
smaller than the value I g I JLolfiw0 corresponding to 
the magnetophonon maxima a xx· 

It is easily seen from Eq. ( 1. 6), in which the fol
lowing expression is used for the longitudinal opti
cal phonons: 

e.<-> = (M I .M) ''•q. I q, (2.6c) 

that the square of the modulus of the matrix ele
ment for the transition of an electron from the 
state n = 0, ky, kz, s = -1 to the state n' ~ 0, 
ky, k~, s = 1 is proportional to k~. This causes 
the logarithmic singularity which takes place in 
the case of scattering by transverse optical pho
nons to vanish, inasmuch as 

O"xxll ,..., ~ ~ de de' e-•IT ( e -liroc/2 +I g I JLoH'/2) 'h 
n' [e'- (n' + 112}/iroc -lgl JLoH'/2]'1• 

X 6 (e- e' +liroou). (2.7) 

Thus, to the oscillating maxima on the curve of 
O'xx, which are associated with MPR, there should 

*See Erratum, p. 114 7. 
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be added maxima associated with SMPR in scat
tering by transverse optical phonons; these are 
located close to the former for reciprocal values 
of the magnetic field which differ by I g IJZo/flwol· 
The oscillating maximum associated with transi
tions of electrons between spin subbands of the zero 
Landau magnetic band (upon satisfaction of the con
dition iiw01 = I g IJ.loH) has no neighboring maxi
mum brought about by MPR. 

From (2.4), it is easy to find the shape of the 
oscillating peak: fall off takes place as the expo
nential exp [-d g I J.loH - 1iw0) /T] in the direction of 
stronger-than-resonant magnetic fields and as 
[ (fiw0 - I g I J.loH} /T] 112 on the side of weaker mag
netic fields. 

Inasmuch as the experimentally measured values 
of the transverse magnetoresistance in the case of 
a quantizing magnetic field under consideration is 
associated with axx by the relation Pxx= axx/a~y, 
in which axy = n0ec/H does not depend on the 
scattering, all that has been said above about the 
character of the oscillations of axx applies equally 
to Pxx• in view of the direct proportionality 
Pxx ~ axx· 

3. OSCILLATIONS OF THE LONGITUDINAL 
CONDUCTIVITY 

We shall consider the behavior of azz close to 
the values of the magnetic field for which the tran
sition of an electron from a lowest spin subband of 
the zero Landau magnetic band to the upper be
comes possible, that is, in the region close to the 
resonance value of the magnetic field determined 
by the relation I g IJ.toH = hw0• Here the basic scat
tering mechanism in the case of SMPR-scattering 
by optical phonons with spin flip-interferes with 
the "phonon" scattering mechanisms, of which we 
shall consider the following: scattering by acous
tical phonons both with and without spin flip, and 
scattering by polarized vibrations of the lattice 
(without spin flip). 

The value of the current density along the z 
axis 

"" fikz iz = - e LJ --fn, s(kz) 
m 

n,s, k 11 , k,. 

(3.1) 

is determined by the correction to the distribution 
function fn, s (kz), which in turn can be found by 
solution of the kinetic equation 

eE aFo ~ ~ 
likt {ii=Sop,/n,s(z)+Sac/n,s(z). (3.2) 

Here the following notation is used: s> F 0 = e < ~ -E> IT 
is the equilibrium distribution function for the elec
trons, 

2fl = jg!J..LoH/T, (3.2a) 

Sopt and Sac are the scattering operators for opti
cal and acoustical phonons. (For economy, we do 
not write down the general expressions for them; 
they are given, for example, in [ 31.) The so-called 
"incoming" terms in (3.2) in the case of the ex
treme quantum limit under consideration can be 
omitted both for scattering by acoustical phonons 
(in terms of the small parameter (mv~ 2a/T)112), 

and for optical phonons (small parameter .../2(3/20'), 
We shall seek a solution of Eq. (3.2) in the form 

liekt 't'a 
fn,s(z) = -T -EZ'J.n s( jzj) m a ' 

X exp [ ; - 2a ( n + ; ) - sfl- z2 J , (3.3) 

where 'Ta = 7!1i4pv~/.J2E~(mT) 3 1 2 • Inasmuch as 
"arrival" is not taken into consideration, we imme
diately obtain an equation for the function X n s< I z I> 
which is obtained by substitution of (3.3) in (3.2): 

(3.4) 

Here we have the notation 

1 't'a TZTVn, .(z2) =a (-Sac- Sopt- Sac.sp- Sopt.sp)• (3.5) 

The terms in ( 3. 5) associated with scattering by 
phonons without spin flip were computed with [31 

No+ 1 ~ Gnn' (Yi-) + Gnn' (y2-) 
+ -r-- n' [z2 - 2a(n'- n + ro0/wc)]''• ' 

1 _ 1 't'a ( liroo )''• 
r-4ato T (3.6) 

(the notation of [ 31 is preserved). 
By using ( 1. 5) and (1. 6) with the substitution 

6 )The designations given here and below actually are not 
different from those used in ['] which can simplify the compari
son of the results for MPR and SMPR in Uzz· 
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e~->- aq, we obtain the result that the departure 
from the state n = 0, s = -1, ky, kz (as a conse
quence of the scattering of the electrons by the 
acoustical phonons with spin flip) is determined by 
the expression 

a z2 

Sac. sp = - --~ -;(-::2--::::2---;,--:::-2-::-:R)...,-:'/, 
Tac.sp n' Z an t' 

1 r un'+! e-u 
lfn•H(x) = ~ J du---

n'l 0 u + x ' 

ij1,2 =- z ± [z2- 2a(n'- n)- 2~]';,, 

where p is the density of the crystal, 

1' (2mT) 'h a2d2 --=_:___ _ ___:___ __ 
Tac.sp 2:rtpv 5 2 fi 6 • 

( 3. 7) 

( 3.8) 

By using ( 1. 5) and ( 1. 6) and averaging over the 
directions of the polarization vector of the optical 
phonons, we obtain an expression including in it
self the principal terms and characterizing the 
"departure" as a result of scattering with spin 
flip by the optical phonons: 

-S - az { No 
0 t s -
p. P 2't'opt.sp ~ (z2 -2an'-2~+fiw0IT)'f, 

~ No+1 
+-; (zZ- 2an' + 2~ -1iw0IT) 'I• 

a ~ No 
+ 2f opt.sp n' (z2 - 2an'- 2~ + fiwoiT) '/, 

a ~ No+ 1 
+2r opt.sp n' (z2 - 2an' + 2~- fiw 0IT) 't, 

(3.11) 

where the following notation is used: 

1 I fac.sp = Ta I Tac.sp, 1 I r opt.sp = Ta I 't'opt.sp• (3.12) 

By knowing the correction to the distribution 
function, we obtain an expression for the longitud
inal conductivity 

2 noe2Ta sh a 
lJzz = =~ .. --e-a+~--1, 

l":rt am ch ~ 
(3.13)* 

where 
00 

J = ~ e-2an-s~ ~ dz z2e-z' 'Xn, 8 ( I z I). (3.14) 
n, s 

Because of the condition of the extreme quan
tum limit 2{3 » 1, we limit ourselves in ( 3.14) to 
terms with n = 0 and s = ± 1: 

oo xe-x oo xe-x 
1= ~ dx +e-2~~ dx---, X=z2• (3.15) 

0 Vo, -1 ( x) 0 Vo, 1 ( x) 

where 

(3.9) In (3.13), we have made use of a relation between 
the concentration of free electrons in the crystal 
and the chemical potential 

q1$ = - z + (z2 - 2an'- 2~ + fiw0/T) 'h, 

if.1-:?. = z + (z2 - 2an'- 2~- fiw 0IT) 't., 

_ M _ M1M2 1 md2(mT)'t, 
p=-, M== , --= , (3.10) 

v-,ell Mj+Mz Topt.sp l"2:rtpwoll5 

M is the reduced mass of the cell. 
By substituting (3.6), (3.7), (3.10) in (3.5), we ob

tain 

1 1 
-lzl Vo,-i(z2) = ·~n.' (z2 - 2an') ';, 

1 ~ l":rt • ch ~ 
no=- L,j Fo = --kt ZH-z e>.IT --. 

L3 h h (2n) 2 sh a 
n, s, Y' z 

(3.16) 

The oscillating part of (3.15), which is associated 
with scattering by optical phonons, is proportional 
to exp ( -tiw0/T). In order to keep terms of lowest 
order in this main small parameter, we regard the 
integration as actually extending from 0 -2{3 in the 
first component of (3.15), and in the limits 0-1 in 
the second. The degree of deviation of the value 
of the magnetic field from the resonance value will 
be characterized by the parameter 

liwo 
{)- ---1 (3.17) 

- lgiJ..toH . 

*sh "' sinh, ch "' cosh. 
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We limit ourselves to the case of approach to reso
nance from the side of higher magnetic fields, 
where o < 0. Close to resonance, I o I « 1. In the 
case o > 0 (the approach from the side of smaller 
magnetic fields) the results are similar. 

Limiting ourselves to the fundamental terms 
for I o I « 1, and applying ( 3.11), we obtain the fol
lowing expressions for the discontinuous functions 
v0, _ 1(x) and v0, 1(x): 

f) Vo, -1 (X) = 1, 

2~l6l<x<2~(1-l6l); 

b ( X \'/, 
3) Vo, --1 (x) = 1 + f ' X _ ijf(f~ J , 

2~(1-l6l)<x<2~; 

4) Vo,-1(x)= 1+~(--x-)'h 
fac.sp x-2~ 

b ( X \ '/, +- I r x-2~(1-161)! ' 

2x ( x '\ '/, 
5) vo,1(x)=1+-- ---· 1 

fac.sp X+ 2!) ' 

2~ <x; 

+~( X ·)'!', 
fopt.sp x+213(1-l61) 

liz 

Possible electron transitions in scattering by acoustical and 
optical phonons. 

tron transitions in scattering by optical phonons 
with spin flip (with absorption and emission of an 
optical phonon, respectively). The arrows 5 and 6 
indicate scattering of electrons by optical phonons 
inside the band n = 0, s = -1 (with absorption and 
emission of an optical phonon, respectively). 

We proceed to analysis of the character of the 
extremum of the longitudinal magnetoresistance 
p zz at the resonance point H = fiw0 / I g l11o. 

A. Limiting case of scattering by optical pho
nons. In this case, the fundamental contribution to 
the integral J ( 3.15) is given by two regions inside 
which the function v0 , _ 1(x) is determined by the 
expression 

bNo ( x )'/, 
(3.18) vo,-1 (x)=--:-r ?- , x<2~161; 

1 \ .... a~ 

x<2~(1-l6l); 

where b ~ 1.2; N0 = [exp (1iw0/T) + 1]-1. 

The form of the function vo, _1(x) in region 1) 
is determined by the elastic scattering of electrons 
by acoustical phonons inside the magnetic band 
n = 0, s = -1. In region 2), the electron, absorb
ing an optical phonon and reversing its spin, can 
undergo a transition to the band n = 0, s = 1. In 
region 3), the scattering inside the band n = 0, 
s = -1 is possible with emission of an optical pho
non. In region 4), the transition to the band n = 0, 
s = 1 can take place also under scattering by 
acoustical phonons. Finally, for the region 5), we 
give without derivation an expression for the func
tion v0 , 1(x), which is obtained similar to v0, _ 1(x) 
and under the same fundamental assumptions re
garding the "arriving" terms. 

In the drawing, the possible transitions of an 
electron that are vital to the problem under con
sideration are shown by the arrows. The arrows 1 
and 2 indicate transitions in the scattering of elec
trons by acoustical phonons without and with spin 
flip, respectively. Arrows 3 and 4 indicate elec-

2~ 161 <X< 2~ ( 1-161). (3.19) 

Carrying out the necessary calculations, we ob
tain an expression for Pzz: 

(, Wo)'h b 1 
Pzz=p(O) ·.We' 41-Fsp(2~l61)' (3.20) 

where 

p(O) = ~e~p( _ liwo), 
noe2to T 

2"' --
Fsp(x) = e-x-= ~ d~ e-61"\; + x 

l"n~ 

x[ 1 + b'top~( liwo )'/, ( l_. )'j, J-1 

8a2 t0 T \2a 
(3.21) 

As o- 0, the value of Pzz has a maximum. 
B. The case of the interference of the mecha

nisms for scattering by acoustical and optical 
phonons. Inasmuch as only the part of (3.15) asso-
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ciated with scattering by optical phonons is re
sponsible for the oscillations, we separate it ex
plicitly: 

J =lac- !'J.J, ( 3.22) 

where 

00 1 
/),.] = ~ dxxe-x( 1 ) 

0 v~.c_1 (x) Vo, -!{x) 

00 f 1 + e-2~ ~ dx xe-x ( - --) 
0 v;~ (x) v0,1 (x) 

(3.23) 

or, with account of (3.18), 

f { [ 2aNo ( x M = J dx xe-x 1 - 1 + --- , _ 
2~ 10 , fopt.sp x-2~joj 

211_ b X '/, -1 

+ ~ dx xe-x{ 1 - [ 1 + -( , . J J } 
2~<1_ 16 1> r, x- 2~(1-l oj) 

co [ 2x x ) 'J, - 1 

+~ dxxe-x{ 1+-(~ J 
2~ f ac.sp X 2~ 

[ 2x (·X \'!. b( X \'/,1-1} - 1+-- -· --1 +- \ 
l'ac.sp x-2~' f\ x-2~(1-j<'lj)/ 

oo {[ 2x ( x \ 'f,J-1 + e-2~~ dxxe-x 1 +-- ---1 
0 ' fac.sp x+2~1 

[ 2x ( X )'f, - 1+-- ---
fac.sp \X+ 2~ 

2a ( x )'f, J-1} 
+fopt.sp x+2~(1-j<'lj) · 

(3.24) 

The character of the extremum of the oscillating 
part 6 J at the resonant point H = flw0 I I g 1/lo and 
its value relative to the "noise" are determined 
by the difference 

(3.24a) 

in the values of 6J computed in the resonance re
gion (2{3 I 6 I « 1) and somewhat to one side of it 
(2f3lol»1). 

From (3.24), we find 

!'J.llzlll6 >l=Nor dxe-x( x+ h;o-) 
0 

X [ 1 1 J -1 + bf-1 ( (x + hw0/T)/x)'f, 

r - b ( hw0 f' 
=No j 

inr r , 

1 + hwo __ Yn ( hwo) •t, £ 
~ T 2\T b' 

(3. 25) 

b(liwot r r < 1 

b ( liwo y;, 
- -- ~1 r T J 

In the case of simultaneous satisfaction of condi
tions a), we have 

b ( liwo '•;, 2a 2 ( hw0 )'12 
- -) <1. --<1. -- -- <1. (3.26) 
f T f opt.sp f ac.sp , T 

when the strongest scattering is that due to acous
tical phonons: 

(3. 27) 

Inasmuch as the sum of the three latter components 
of (3.27), which are responsible for the oscillation, 
is positive, Pzz must be a maximum in this case, 
at a value of magnetic field H = fiw0/l g 1/lo· 

In case b) 

b ( liw0 )'f, 2a 2 ( liroo \ •t, 
- -- ~1, --;---<1, -- --, <1 (3.28) r T I opt.sp fac.sp T I 

(but N0r -t b(fiw 0 /T) 1 12 « 1, that is, the background 
is determined by the acoustic scattering as before) 
in the region of resonance we have 

[ liwo 2al'n ( liwo \ '12 4a J 
Ml21liOI-..;;1=No 1+---- -; +-- , 

T fac.sp T fopt.sp 

(3.29) 

and the sum of the last two components can be neg
ative upon satisfaction of an additional condition 
imposed on the relation between the acoustical 
scattering with spin flip and scattering by optical 
phonons also with spin flip, viz., 

i-;::; f opt. s P ( liwo )'lo > L 
2 f ac.sp T 

(3.30) 

If the conditions ( 3.28) and ( 3. 30) are satisfied, then 
p zz must be a minimum at the resonance value of 
the magnetic field H = flw0/l g 1/lo· 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

A theoretical analysis shows that SMPR in semi
conductors leads to spin-magnetophonon oscilla
tions of the magnetoresistance. 

If the electrons are in both spin subbands of the 
zero Landau magnetic band, the magnetophonon 
maxima on the curve will be bracketed by spin
magnetophonon maxima. In the extreme quantum 
limiting case, when the electrons remain only in 
the lowest spin subband n = 0, s = -1, the SMP 
maxima vanish at values of the reciprocal mag
netic field. 

H- 1 = ( K eli -I g I 1-to J f liwo, 
' me , 1 

K~1 (4a) 
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leaving only the SMP maxima at the values 

K:;.:.O. 

of the transverse magnetoresistance, brought about 
by scattering from optical phonons with spin flip, 

(4b) to the background brought about by acoustical scat
tering, [1J is equal to 

The SMP maxima on the curve must have a sharply 
asymmetric form: the fall off in the direction of 
larger magnetic fields is exponential, viz., 

exp ( __ l:._g_:_l.:_f.to_~ __ li_wo ) , (4c) 

while in the direction of weaker magnetic fields, it 
behaves as 

( liwo -I g I ~toH \ -'/, 
T ) . (4d) 

In those cases in which the optical vibrations sepa
rate into purely longitudinal and purely transverse, 
the SMP oscillations of Pxx are brought about by 
scattering from transverse optical phonons. In cor
respondence with this, there will enter into all res
onance conditions the quantity w01 -the limiting 
frequency of long wave transverse optical vibra
tions of the lattice. 

Close to the value of the magnetic field 
H = ftw 0/ I g I I-to (we neglect the difference in the 
limiting frequencies of longitudinal and transverse 
optical phonons) Pzz can have either a maximum 
(in the limiting case of scattering only by optical 
phonons and for Raman scattering, for example, 
in the case (3.26)) or a minimum (see conditions 
( 3. 2 8), ( 3. 30)). 

In case a) (see 3.26)) a maximum of Pzz appears, 
and its ratio to the background is 

[ 4a 2 in J --+ --(2P)'h e-nmO/T 
r opt.sp r ac.sp 

(4.1) 

(we recall that here T is the temperature in energy 
units, that is, T = kBT°K). 

In case b) (see (3.28), (3.30)) the value of the os-
cillating part of Pzz relative to the background is 

[ -y-; ( fiwo \ 'f, flwc 2 flwc J -------\-) __ +-----,-, e-nmJT. 
rac.sp T , T ropt.sp 'I 

(4.2) 

Inasmuch as 

r ;r - 'tac.sE...- __ T_rf._ 
ac.sp opt.sp- - 4Th 

'to pt. sp <Do 
(4.2a) 

(where T0 = fi.vsa- 1 >:::! 10-2 eV), the ratio of the first 
component in (4.2) to the second is equal to 

To2T't. 
(hwo)'l2l':rt < 1 when T~ 10-2 eV, (4.3) 

that is, in case b) Pzz has a minimum when the 
magnetic field is H = fiwo/ I g I I-to· 

The ratio b.Pxx osciPxx of the oscillating part 

.1-pxx osc 

Pxx 
(4.4) 

On the other hand, if the background is brought 
about by scattering from optical phonons without 
spin flip, as is the case when Pxx satisfies the con
dition 

1 Ta ( flwo) 'f, _ _ __ e-nwofT> 1 
a to T ' 

(4.4a) 

and Pzz satisfies the condition 

2 1 'ta ( flwo )'h _ e-Mlo/T = _ _ __ e-nwo/1' > 1, 
r 2a to \ T 

(4.4b) 

this ratio is equal to 

~£l:::_osc = ~ ( flwo ) 'h ( flwc )2 __ to_. ( 4 . 5) 
Pxx 2 T T 'topt.sp 

In the last case one can measure to/7 opt. sp· Sub
stituting the limiting value to /7 opt. sp• we find that 
the maximum value of the ratio ( 4. 5) is 

___ 1 __ flw_c ( liwo )'f, e-hwc/T 

,r opt.sp T T 

that is, it is of the same order as (4.4) when back
ground is brought about by acoustical scattering. 

For the longitudinal effect, the ratio of the oscil
lating part to the background is 

~Pzz~_s_c = --~~ ~( nw,!: r ( ~ r, 
Pn r opt. sp 'ta T <Do 

(4.6) 

that is, it is of the same order as for the trans
verse effects. 

Under the conditions of experiment [17 ] for InSb, 
the background of the magnetoresistance is brought 
about by scattering by acoustical phonons 
(r-1 > 1, r-1e-fiwo/T « 1) and case b) is clearly re
alized, although the question as to why the magneto
phonon oscillation is a minimum and not a maxi
mum in this case is not very clear. On the experi
mental curve, the ratio of the oscillation to the 
noise is about 20%. The value of L::.pzz consists of 
a slowly changing part L::.pzz >:::! Po and an oscil
lating part b.Pzz osc .. Inasmuch as the real noise 
Pzz =Po + L::.p >:::! 2po, we have L::.pzz osc./ Pzz = 10%. 
Substituting in ( 4. 2) 

flwc/T~9, T~10-2 eV, hwo/T~3, (4.6a) 

we get 

1/ r a c. sp = .1-pzz osc I 5pzz = 2 ·10-2• (4.6b) 
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Inasmuch as 

1 ( d )2 T 
rac.sp = Eo fi2/2ma2 ' 

(4.6c) 

it follows from the experimental data that d/E0 

~ 10, which is in excellent agreement with our es
timates of the constant d in [13 J. We note that the 
possibility of obtaining T a c. sp from experiment 
is brought about by the subtle interference effect 
in the simultaneous scattering by acoustical and 
optical phonons. The value of 

1 

r opt. sc 

1 
-,---:---=--- :::::: 2 ·10-3 

10 I'ac.sp 
(4.6d) 

and, in accord with ( 4.4), i:l.Pxx osc!Pxx under the 
conditions of [ 17 ] is a quantity of the order of 
several per cent. 7> 

We note that in accordance with the results of 
our theory, under the conditions in which the back
ground is brought about by acoustical scattering, 
the smallness of the transverse effects in compari
son with the longitudinal is parametric and not nu
merical, that is, relative to the parameter 

[ ( fiwo )"' T.opt. ~]-1 

T · 't'ac.sp 

The value of the g factor, which is determined 
from the minimum on the Pzz curve, is 56. 

Thus, from experiments on measurement of 
SMP oscillations of the magnetoresistance, it is 
possible to obtain Tac. sp• Topt. sp and the g fac
tor. In principle, the g factor can be determined 
from data on the splitting of the oscillation maxima 
in the Shubnikov-deHaas effect. However, under ex
perimental conditions (see, for example, [23 J), the 
diffuseness of the Landau levels as the result of 
scattering causes the uncertainty in the determina
tion of the g factor to be ~ 50%. 

Thus it must be admitted that at the present 
time SMPR is apparently the most convenient and 
simplest method of determining a number of spin 
characteristics of a solid. 

Among these yet unexplained factors is why 
p(H) = 2p0, and not 3p0 as follows from [ 3 J. It is 
likewise not clear why, under the conditions when 
1/r > 1, Pzz has a minimum and not a maximum 
under conditions of magnetophonon resonance. It is 
possible that this is connected with the approximate 
character of the estimates in r 3J 

7 >we have learned that I. M. Tsidil'kovski1 and his colleagues 
succeeded in measuring the oscillation of Pxx in regions of mag
netic field H = 1i.w0 I I g I f.lo· The amount of the oscillation was 
= 1% of the background [22]. 

Finally, it should be noted that the present the
ory gives the correct order of magnitude of the 
quantities measured experimentally and in princi
ple contains in itself the necessary data for the 
determination of the shape of the oscillations of 

Pzz· 
The authors are grateful to S. S. Shalyt, D. V. 
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ERRATUM 

(Published in JETP vol. 50, No. 2, February, 1966) 

Formula (2 .4) for the case n' = 0 should read 

Ci _ Ci {\de de' e-•!T I) ( 8- e' + 1iro0j_ ) 

xxj_ - 0 J [e (e' -I g I ~toH)]'1• 
~ dede'e-•ITI)(e-e'-1iro )} + e1l.oo0fT \ o j_ 

J [e' (e -1 g 1 ~toH)J'1• ' 

so that the oscillating increment axxl doubles in value. 
A more detailed analysis of formulas (3.22)-(3.24) shows that in the case of the mixed scattering 

mechanism the maximum on the Pzz(H) curve (case a) appears under more stringent conditions than 
(3.24), namely 

b ( nroo )''• r 1' ;pt, 
21% 

-r-->1. 
opt.sp 

21X ( 1iroo )''• r-- 1' <L 
ac.sp 

The minimum of Pzz(H) at resonance occurs if the sign of the middle inequality is reversed and in addi
tion 

1 1 ( 1iro0 )''• -. -<-- --r opt.sp r ac.sp T • 

The ratio of the SMPR oscillation to the last MPR oscillation at r "'" 1 is of the order of 
2 cv (nw 0/T) 112 r ac.sp- Experiment with InSb[17 J gave for this ratio a value of the order of unity, as would 
be the case if 1/r ac.sp. "'" 10-1 . This value of 1/r ac.sp. seems somewhat too high to us. 

The results do not depend on the sign of the g-factor. 


